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lessons from the fires

• in the short term, people 
pull together

• long-term, social 
tensions can worsen

• people want to get back 
to “normal” ASAP

• build resilience ahead of
disaster





approaching a 
transformative moment

• environmental impacts soaring

• requirement for massive new energy 

investment

• increasing economic inequality

• economic growth ending?
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characteristics of 
a resilient society

• redundancy in critical systems

• dispersed system control points

• dispersed inventories

• balancing feedback loops

• i.e., localized and diverse



this is the opposite of what 
we’ve been aiming for

• economic efficiency

• globalization

• mechanization

• financialization





individual

family region globe

community nation

sweet spot

why community resilience?









localize

Small, local 
businesses still 
make up over 
half the US 
economy



the sharing economy



• community
• satisfaction from honest work well done
• intergenerational solidarity
• cooperation
• health of the environment
• happiness
• artistry 
• beauty of the built environment

what we sacrificed for short-term 
economic growth…

and what we need more of now



to build resilience . . .

• be willing to make sacrifices

• don't wait for high-tech engineering 
solutions

• mimic nature

• build and rely on community solidarity



what does 
community resilience 

look like?
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Resilience is not just 
“bouncing back” to 

the way things 
used to be. 



Resilience is 
a dynamic state of being, 

not a static end state.
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